
                  

             2019 Edger’s Terms and Conditions 

 

Edgers must weigh between 100-300 pounds and be at least 18 years old.  

Edgers must register and pay the registration fee. The registration fee will go towards the Edger’s 

goal.  

Edgers must raise (or sign a credit card guarantee form securing) $1,000 by September 13th in order 

to be able to rappel on October 12th.  

No refunds or transfers will be processed on any funds raised by the Edger.  

Edgers must use Habitat’s official peer to peer fundraising site www.hangoutwithhabitat.com 

Edgers are responsible for understanding all policies, terms and conditions for the 2019 Hang Out 

with Habitat event posted at www.hangoutwithhabitat.com. 

Edgers must have their funds raised or a credit card guarantee form signed in order to guarantee 

their rappel spot.  

Teams:  Businesses or a group of individuals can come together for the cause and raise money with 

a team of 5 rappelers (“Edgers”) for a commitment of $4,000. The team sets up a Team Fundraising 

page on Hang Out with Habitat’s fundraising website which allows individuals to join their team and 

encourages their participants to raise money toward the goal.  All monies from individual team 

members will be aggregated onto the team page. If a company or individual team does not meet 

the $4,000 commitment prior to the event, then the number of rappelers will be reduced according 

to the amount that has been raised.  Credit card guarantee will apply to teams as well. See Credit 

Card guarantee information. Event organizers will do their absolute best to schedule your 

teammate’s rappels as close together as possible. Please keep in mind scheduling is on a first-come, 

first-serve basis and it may not be possible to schedule everyone in subsequent order. Please also 

note that at most events there are only two ropes on event day, so even if you are scheduled 

together, it is not possible to have more than two individuals rappel together at the same time. 

 

Edgers must have raised the funds or signed their credit card guarantee form in order to qualify for 

the desired incentive level. Matching funds, pledges and other ‘promises’ will not qualify an Edger 

for an incentive level.  

Edgers understand the rappel spot that is scheduled is a target time for them to rappel. Outstanding 

circumstances such as weather, technical issues and delays in schedule can require the Edger’s 

scheduled time to be adjusted. Habitat MS Gulf Coast will do the best to their ability to communicate 

said adjustments with Edgers and to stick to the schedule as close as possible.  

Additionally, Habitat cannot guarantee that two Edgers will rappel simultaneously.  

Use of Habitat MS Gulf Coast’s logo, Hang Out with Habitat logo, Over the Edge logo and other 

trademarks are prohibited without strict permission.  

www.hangoutwithhabitat.com 

http://www.hangoutwithhabitat.com/

